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Executive Summary 
 

The New Zealand Fire Service Commission is a Crown entity charged with protecting life and 
property from fire.  Through the NZ Fire Service it delivers fire safety, fire risk reduction and 
emergency response services through a network of urban fire districts established in all 
metropolitan and provincial cities and most smaller urban centres.  The Commission is also the 
National Rural Fire Authority for the purposes of the Forest and Rural Fires Act 1977.  In this 
role it sets standards for and co-ordinates the 86 rural fire authorities which are responsible for 
the delivery of fire protection services outside urban fire districts.  
 

The Fire Service of today is very different from the Fire Service of the late nineties. The Service 
is led by a strong, cohesive management team, the  workforce is productive and responsive to 
the changing needs of the community, robust financial systems and other prudential controls 
are well embedded in the organisation and the balance sheet is sound.   The Commission 
employs 2243 full time equivalent staff. In 1996 the corresponding figure was 2231. 
 

The Board considers there are two issues that warrant immediate Ministerial attention: 
 

 Collective Employment Agreement  The NZ Fire Service employs some 1720 career 
firefighters.  Their Collective Employment Agreement expired in December 2008.   The 
parties had not reached agreement on the terms and conditions of a new agreement at the 
time this briefing note was prepared although they continue to engage constructively.     

 

 Pandemic Planning  Communities place heavy reliance on the 24/7 emergency 
intervention capability of the Fire Service.  The Fire Service has a well developed 
Pandemic Plan and is closely following the guidance of the Ministry of Health with respect 
to escalating its  response to the increasing risk of a major threat to its workforce and to the 
population.    

 

The Board considers there are two issues that warrant early Ministerial attention:   
 

 Improving rescue and other non-fire services.  An increasing proportion of all incidents 
to which fire services are called do not involve fire.  Communities and Government expect 
their fire services to provide these “non-fire” services but fire services have no statutory 
authority to prepare for or set service standards for such incidents.  Worse, the NZ Fire 
Service enjoys only limited protection and rural fire services no protection from liability in 
the event of a misadventure at a non-fire incident.     

 Fire Service Levy.  The NZ Fire Service and the National Rural Fire Authority are funded 
from a levy on contracts of fire insurance. This funding arrangement offers some 
advantages but suffers free rider, inequity and interpretational problems. In the absence of 
a viable alternative the Commission considers the levy provisions should be amended to  
eliminate the worst of the technical “loopholes” and extended to cover all material damage 
policies.     

 

Issues for discussion in due course.  The briefing notes that follow include three other 
matters the board will wish to discuss with you in due course: Closer urban / rural integration, 
increased support for volunteerism and provision of ambulance-related services.    
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Issue for Immediate Attention:   Collective Employment 
Agreement  
  
 
Issue: 
 

The Collective Employment Agreement between the NZ Fire Service and the NZ Professional 
Firefighters Union expired on 31 December 2008.  Approximately 1720 firefighters are covered 
by the agreement.  Negotiations for a new collective agreement commenced in early December.   
Given the critical importance of the firefighter settlement for other public sector settlements the 
Commission took careful note of the Government's expectations for public sector wage 
settlements before approving bargaining parameters for the Fire Service negotiating team.   At 
this time the parties have a good understanding of each others' expectations on general 
conditions but remain apart on the terms of a wage increase.     
 
Recommendation:   
 
The Minister is recommended to note that the terms of a new collective employment with the 
NZ Professional Firefighters Union remain under negotiation. 
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Issue for Immediate Attention:  Pandemic Preparedness 

 
Issue  With effect from 15 June the Ministry of Health raised the national pandemic alert status 
to yellow.  Given communities' critical reliance on the local fire service for 24 / 7 emergency 
intervention the increase in Pandemic alert status has particular significance for the 
Commission. 
 
Background  The NZ Fire Service has a well established National Pandemic Plan.  It provides 
for an orderly escalation of preparedness in response to Ministry of Health determined 
thresholds.  The Plan has two key considerations:   
 

 Ensuring risks to staff health are minimised through the distribution of personal protective 
equipment and the provision of personal hygiene advice.    

 Ensuring contingency plans are in place to provide continuing operational capability 
despite reduced staffing levels.    
 

In the last eight weeks the Fire Service has issued health advisory notices to all staff,  
distributed personal protective equipment to operational stations and maintained a data base of 
all locations where unconfirmed cased of swine flu' have been isolated or confirmed cases 
quarantined.     
 
The next stage in the Fire Service plan (stage 6.1) provides for managing through substantial 
transmission of the virus in the community and supporting the Ministry of Health with overall 
management of the pandemic.  At this stage much of the response is implemented at a local 
level in accordance with the detailed and specific advice set out in the Plan document. 
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Issue for Early Attention:    Improving Rescue and Non-fire 
Services 
 

 

Issue:   
 

Over 30% of all emergency incidents responded to by fire services do not involve fire.  This 
percentage is growing rapidly and the predicted increase in extreme weather events due to 
climate change suggests this rate of growth will continue into the  future.   The Fire Service Act 
provides a very weak mandate for the NZ Fire Service to prepare for and respond to non-fire 
incidents.  The Forest and Rural Fires Act provides no mandate whatsoever for rural fire forces 
to attend non-fire incidents.  Nevertheless, communities and Government clearly expect fire 
services to respond to non-fire incidents.  Three issues arise:  
  
 There is no authority to establish national standards for delivery of non-fire emergencies 

 There is no strategic approach to building capability and allocating resources 

 Rural firefighters have no statutory protection from litigation in the event of a misadventure 
at a non-fire incident.   

 

Background  Categories of non-fire emergency regularly responded to by fire services include: 
 

 Motor vehicle extrications  - release of injured persons trapped in crashed motor vehicles   

 Urban Search and Rescue – location and release of persons trapped in collapsed buildings 

 Flood and storm damage – dewatering and desilting flooded buildings / securing roofs etc. 

 High angle rescue – abseil techniques for cliff and multi-storey building rescues 

 Irrespirable atmosphere rescues – sewers, silos, other confined spaces, gas clouds   

 Trench rescues, swift water rescues, and animal rescues  

 Medical co-response – patient stabilisation, defibrillator use in cardiac arrest cases  

 Metro city traffic management during major disruptions  

 Hazardous substances, clandestine laboratory attendance in support of NZ Police  

 Lighting crime scenes, provision of mobile canteen and ablution facilities  
 
Recommendations  The Commission recommends that fire services legislation be amended  
to:  
 

 Authorise fire services to attend specified classes of non-fire emergency incident 

 Authorise the Fire Service Commission to establish national standards for intervention in 
specified classes of non-fire emergencies  

 Limit the liability of fire fighters acting in good faith and in accordance with national 
standards when attending non-fire fire incidents 

 Authorise fire services to accredit and fund other agencies as non-fire emergency service 
providers where fire services have no presence or no capability 

 
Note that this briefing paper separately addresses the involvement of fire services in the 
provision of ambulance and health related services.    
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Issue for Early Attention: Funding Reform     
 
Issue.    The NZ Fire Service and the National Rural Fire Authority are funded by a levy on 
contracts of fire insurance.  The Minister of Internal Affairs is responsible for setting the rate of 
levy; insurance companies and brokers are responsible for collecting the levy and the 
Commission is responsible for ensuring that levy has been correctly calculated and paid.   The 
rate of levy was set at 7.3 cents per $100 of insured value from 2001 until July 2008 when the 
rate was increased to 7.6 cents per $100.  
 

The present funding arrangements date from 1992 when the levy was introduced as a short-
term measure pending introduction of more permanent arrangements.    The levy 
arrangements are inequitable, open to a range of avoidance measures and provide a variable 
income base.  The Commission is of the view that the present levy system should be amended 
to address the worst of the technical loopholes and provide a more certain income base.    
 
Background    Many aspects of the insurance based funding arrangements have attracted 
criticism over the years.   The criticisms include:  
  
 Inequity.  Insureds subsidise the uninsured and the underinsured; rural levy payers pay 

the same as urban levy payers but receive little or no service; residential levy payers cross-
subsidise commercial and industrial levy payers;  fire insureds fund non-fire services; 
insureds contribute according to insured property value rather than level of risk, the cost of 
service or level of service received. 

 Levy avoidance.  The insurance industry continues to develop more sophisticated policy 
structures to minimise insureds’ liability to pay levy.  The Commission has observed an 
increasing number of corporates, local government and central government agencies 
adopting such policy structures.  The effect is to increase further the proportion of Fire 
Service funding borne by the residential sector.     

 Risk Mitigation. The levy does not encourage property owners to invest in risk reduction 
and fire prevention or suppression measures. 

 

The Commission considers that in an ideal world  funding arrangements would:  
 

 be equitable among all those who benefit from the fire services  

 be efficient with respect to collection and administration  

 offer incentives to property owners to reduce risk 

 recognise the wider non-fire roles of  fire services in contemporary NZ society 

 provide the Commission with certainty as to its annual income, and  

 accommodate changes in the risks being managed over time.  
 
Recommendations   In the absence of a consensus on an alternative funding base and 
recognising that the present system imposes very low collection costs the Commission 
recommends that the levy provisions of the Fire Service Act be amended to: 
 

 clarify the application of the provisions and eliminate the worst of the levy “loopholes”    

 extend the levy to all material damage insurance policies rather than just fire policies in 
recognition of the increasing role fire services play in non-fire incidents.           
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Issue for Attention in Due Course: Closer Integration of 
Urban and Rural Fire Services  

 
Issue   Two separate statutes; the Fire Service Act 1975 and the Forest and Rural Fires Act 
1977 establish the overall framework for managing the risk of fire in New Zealand.  There is 
one national urban fire service operating in 350 gazetted urban fire districts and 86 separate 
rural fire authorities operating outside urban fire districts.  The Commission considers that 
closer integration of the two regimes and establishment of larger but fewer rural fire authorities 
offers the potential to improve fire outcomes and resource utilization.      
 

Background   Fire services legislation assigns jurisdiction and responsibility according to 
geographical area rather than function.   Inside urban fire districts responsibility for the 
prevention, suppression and extinction of all types of fires rests with the National Commander 
of the NZ Fire Service and the Chief Fire Officer of the fire district.   Outside urban fire districts 
responsibility for managing all types of fire rests with the relevant rural fire authority.   Fire 
authorities include territorial authorities, the Department of Conservation, the NZ Defence 
Force and special purpose collectives of the aforementioned entities plus plantation forest 
companies.   
 
Sections of both acts provide that the statutory jurisdiction and responsibility for a geographic 
area may be varied by formal agreement between the NZ Fire Service and the relevant fire 
authority.    There are many such agreements in place (more are currently under negotiation), 
some covering stand alone risks  (a specified building or area of vegetation), some covering 
wider geographical areas and some particular classes of risk across an area.      
 
The more significant consequences of this clumsy jurisdictional and responsibility framework 
are: 
 

 Potential confusion between area and functional responsibility 

 Multiple risk management/resource allocation systems across the 86 rural Fire Authorities   

 (Versus a single national risk management/resource allocation system in the NZ Fire 
Service) 

 Inconsistent mutual support arrangements between the two regimes across the country 

 Duplication of fire and non-fire emergency response resources  

 Limited take up of efficiency opportunities in training, plant procurement, etc 

 A tendency for each regime to push cost onto the other  

 An either/or choice of service delivery options relative to a wide range of fire risks 

 Competition between the two services for volunteers from the same limited community pool 
 

More positive aspects of the framework include recognition of:  
 

 The distinct skill sets required for vegetation and structure fire fighting  

 the role of fire as a land management tool in the rural environment 

 the inability of rural landowners to afford a high fixed cost structure 
 
Recommendation:The Commission recommends that the Minister consider a substantive 
review of the relevant sections of the two fire statutes and legislative amendments that would 
encourage integration of the two fire regimes. 
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Issue for Attention in Due Course: Support for 
Volunteerism 
 
Issue  1   The New Zealand Fire Service and rural fire authorities depend heavily on volunteers 
to provide fire coverage in provincial and rural centres and to support paid crews and provide 
contingent capability in metropolitan cities.  Recent surveys demonstrated that the volunteer 
workforce is aging and that turnover of new recruits is high.   The volunteer fire service model 
is not in crisis but new initiatives are clearly required to sustain it.    
 

Issue 2 As part of a suite of new measures designed to foster volunteerism the Commission 
increased its funding in 2006, 2007 and 2008 for the United Fire Brigades Association, the 
body that collectively speaks for volunteer brigades.   The increase in funding was applied to 
new volunteer competitions and challenges.  The Association incurred a substantial cost over-
run in 2007/08 delivering the new events and the Commission was required to support the 
Association financially.   The Commission is presently engaging the board of the Association 
over the terms and conditions of its 2008/09 grant.     
 

Background     The Fire Service Act authorises the Commission to establish and maintain 
volunteer fire brigades. The Commission has Agreements of Service with close to 400 
brigades.  The Forest and Rural Fires Act likewise authorises rural fire authorities to establish 
and fund voluntary rural fire forces.   Fire authorities have agreements with just over 200 rural 
fire forces recognized by the National Rural Fire Authority.    Both classes of volunteer 
represent a crucial yet very cost-efficient element in New Zealand’s fire risk management 
framework.     The Fire Service Act also authorises the Commission to make grants to the 
United Fire Brigades Association for its annual conference, for service recognition medals and 
social purposes.     
 

Numerous studies have identified the general threats to the volunteer ethic.  They include:   
 

 A more materialistic, less charitable society 

 Increased access to more attractive recreational opportunities 

 Greater pressures on family life – both parents working, etc 

 Commercial pressures on employers - fewer staff to cover volunteers on call out 

 Increased commuting to jobs distant from the home community 

 A more mobile population with less attachment to the community 

 Exposure to health and safety legislation liabilities and more compliance paperwork  
 

More far reaching measures to foster volunteerism in the New Zealand’s fire services could 
include: 
 

 Relief from Fire Service levy, income tax or rates for volunteers and employers of 
volunteers 

 Meaningful gratuities on retirement subject to a minimum service period 

 “Scholarships” to enable brigade members to pursue relevant study courses  

 Relief from student debt  interest charges while a member of a registered volunteer brigade 

 Financial recognition of the contribution volunteer brigades make to community health 
services ambulance services, civil defence and natural disaster recovery 

 

Recommendation  As all of these proposals would require the support and endorsement of 
other agencies the Commission recommends the Minister consider the merits of exploring 
them as part of a comprehensive approach to sustaining volunteerism in the fire services. 
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Issue for Attention in Due Course: Provision of Ambulance 
Related Services 

 
 
Issue 1.  For many years ambulance services and fire services worked closely together to 
ensure they delivered the best possible emergency services to their communities.   Local level 
interagency protocols slowly expanded to national level mutual assistance and support 
agreements.   The two services continue to work closely together but in recent years it has 
become apparent to the Commission that ambulance services are under extreme financial 
stress.   As a consequence fire services are regularly called on to fill in for short staffed 
ambulance crews or attend purely medical emergencies to provide patient stabilization pending 
the delayed arrival of the  ambulance.   This work has significant implications for New 
Zealand’s fire services, particularly those staffed by volunteers.  In the extreme case it is 
putting the sustainability of volunteer fire brigades at risk.  
  
Issue 2.   The way in which fire develops in structures demands early intervention if fire 
services are to make any difference to the outcome of fires.   This principle ensures that fire 
service resources, unlike ambulance resources,  are distributed and configured across urban 
areas to ensure minimum intervention times can be met. Recent work by health authorities has 
demonstrated that for certain time-critical classes of medical emergency, intervention by fire 
services makes a significant difference to the clinical outcomes.   To this end most fire 
appliances now carry defibrillators and crews are trained in their use.    Protocols with 
ambulance service communication centre operators provide for calls to be transferred to the 
fire service where it is apparent that fire service crews will arrive well in advance of the first 
responding ambulance.    
 
Background.  Fire services attendance at purely  medical incidents doubled between 2004 
and 2007.  Fire services are now a significant provider of services that were previously the 
exclusive responsibility of ambulance services.   No conscious public policy decision was taken 
to support that development – it happened by default.  The following concerns arise: 
 

 Attendance at medical emergencies increases the work load on fire service volunteers 

 Recruitment and retention of volunteers is adversely impacted 

 Fire service staff are not trained to defined standards for intervention at medical 
emergencies 

 Patient care may be substandard as a result 

 Fire services staff may be exposed to hazards which they are not trained to recognise 

 Medical equipment installed on fire appliances should meet a national clinical standard 

 Liability in the event a misadventure at a medical call should be limited 

 The proceeds of the Fire Service levy should not be applied to health related expenditure 
 

In our smallest centres all emergency services compete for volunteers from the same limited 
pool.  A comprehensive strategy should address the problem of resourcing fire services, civil 
defence, ambulance, coastguard, search and rescue and surf life saving.     
 
Recommendation The Commission recommends that both ambulance funding and Fire 
Service delivery of medical intervention services should be addressed in a comprehensive 
ambulance services strategy. 
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Organisation Overview: The Board 
 
Board Membership    The board of the Fire Service Commission is comprised of five 
members appointed by the Minister of Internal Affairs, one of whom the Minister appoints as 
Chairperson.   The Fire Service Act spells out the range of personal qualities and attributes the 
Minister shall have regard to in appointing members to the board.   These include qualifications 
and experience in public administration, business and economic management, finance, fire 
engineering and senior operational firefighting.     
  
Serving board members are:     
 

 Dame Margaret Bazley DNZM. First appointed in 1999.  Present term expires April 2009.       

 Mr Terence Scott.   First appointed 2001. Present term expires April 2009.    

 Mr Bob Francis.  Appointed in 2006.   Term expires August 2009.  

 Ms Angela Foulkes.   First appointed in 2001. Present term expires November 2010.       
    

Dame Margaret is the appointed Chairperson and Terence Scott the Deputy Chairperson.   
 

Board Functions.   The principal functions of the board are: 
 

 Fire Safety Promotion.  Functions include: 

 Establishing close relations with industry, commerce and territorial authorities 

 Research into methods and practices of fire safety 

 Publication and dissemination of fire safety literature 

 NZ Fire Service Governance.   Functions include: 

 Setting the Strategic Direction 

 Appointing the Chief Executive 

 Submitting the Statement of Intent (including financial forecasts) to you and Parliament    

 Accounting to you and Parliament for NZ Fire Service and NRFA service performance 

 National Rural Fire Authority.  Functions include: 

 Co-ordination of rural fire services provided by rural fire authorities 

 Operation of the Rural Firefighting fund (as the Commission but through the NRFO) 

 Distribution of grants to Rural fire Authorities 

 Receipt of Fire Service Levy.   Functions include: 

 Receipt / recording of levy remitted by insurance companies, brokers and others 

 Audit of companies and brokers to ascertain that the correct amount of levy has been 
paid 

 
The Commission maintains an Audit and Risk Committee to: 
 

 Advise the Commission on the risks to which it is exposed   

 Recommend to the Commission control policies and other risk mitigation measures 

 Establish the annual internal audit programme, and  

 Manage the relationship with the external audit agency  
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Organisation Overview – Key Governance Issues 
 
Section 14 of the Fire Service Act and more generally the Crown Entities Act sets out the 
authority and responsibility of the board for the governance of the New Zealand Fire Service.   
In this capacity it: 
 

 Sets the strategic direction and values for the Fire Service 

 Appoints the Chief Executive 

 Delegates such powers to the Chief Executive as it considers appropriate 

 Establishes prudential control policies and monitors their compliance 

 Expresses in its Statement of Intent its intended service outcomes and expenditure    

 Approves the annual financial forecasts   

 Reports to you and Parliament on its performance and expenditure each year  
 
Key Governance Issue for the Commission -  Quality Expenditure / Quality Outcomes 
 
Resource Allocation. The NZ Fire Service operates a sophisticated suite of modeling tools to 
assist it in determining the optimal location and distribution of its emergency response 
resources.  For a variety of historical reasons resources assigned to many communities are not 
ideally sized or configured relative to the risk.   Other policy constraints also serve to limit the 
NZ Fire Service’s ability to match the changing patterns of urban and industrial risk with 
appropriate resources.   The Commission’s challenge is to engage with its stakeholders so that 
resource allocations decisions are understood and supported.    
 
Infrastructure Renewal.   Emergency services and their plant and equipment are increasingly 
seen as a vital part of the country’s essential infrastructure.  The Commission has in place a 
very substantial capital expenditure programme to ensure the stock of fire stations, fire 
appliances, communication centres and ancillary plant are maintained and renewed so as to 
ensure ongoing fitness for purpose.    Because of the long lead times for many items in the 
infrastructure renewal programme procurement is planned and committed well in advance.  It is 
critical that the investment in Fire Services infrastructure renewal continues.   
   
Station Management System (SMS)   This computerised watch-based work planning, 
scheduling and reporting tool was recently rolled out across the entire NZ Fire Service.  It 
engages the frontline workforce in managing the risks in their “patch” and taking responsibility 
for the outcomes.  At the national level it  enables monitoring and reporting of outputs 
consistent with the Service Performance objectives established in the Statement of Intent.    
 
Community Engagement and Partnerships.   The Commission recognizes that it cannot 
solve the fire problem on its own.   It aims to engage and enlist the active support of a wide 
range of organisations including government departments (education, health, justice, DOC), 
local government, iwi, church, sports, corporates and sister emergency service providers in fire 
prevention and fire safety public education initiatives.   
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Organisation Overview - The NZ Fire Service 
 
The NZ Fire Service is headed by a Chief Executive (CE) who employs, on behalf of the 
Commission, all of the staff of the NZ Fire Service.   The Act provides that where the CE has 
senior firefighting experience the CE may also be appointed to the role of National 
Commander.  The National Commander is the operational head of the Fire Service.   The 
present CE, Mike Hall, is also the National Commander.  
 

The operational building block of the NZ Fire Service is the gazetted urban Fire District.  The 
Act requires the National Commander to "make provision in every Fire District for the 
prevention, suppression and extinction of fires" and for the Chief Fire Officer of the Fire District 
to respond to every alarm of fire in the Fire District.      
 
The NZ Fire Service comprises:  
 

 348 fire districts within which are located 437 fire stations and 800 plus fire appliances 

 25 Fire Areas which provide operational support to the fire districts 

 8 Fire Regions which provide management support to the fire areas and districts 

 National Office/Command HQ which provides strategic support to the Fire Regions 

 Three emergency communication centres which process 111 and private alarm calls  
 

The Fire Area structure is a recent initiative and will be fully implemented by February 2009. It 
was the subject of an extensive consultation exercise.  It will increase the support provided to 
volunteer fire districts and improve engagement with communities outside the metro cities and 
major provincial centres by better utilizing existing management resources.  
 
The NZ Fire Service employs (30 October 2008): 
 

 1,688 career firefighters and officers plus 25 recruits in training 

 444 fire engineering, fire safety, training, volunteer support, management and 
administrative staff at 8 Fire Region Offices, one National Training Centre and National 
Headquarters 

 80 communications centre staff co-located with NZ Police in Auckland, Wellington and 
Christchurch   

 

Volunteers.  The NZ Fire Service relies heavily on some 8,000 volunteers attached to 400 
volunteer and composite brigades across the country.  The relationship between the Fire 
Service and the volunteers is established by way of an Agreement of Service with a registered 
brigade rather than directly with the individual volunteer.   Volunteers attend approximately 
30% of all incidents to which the NZ Fire Service is called and 50% of certain categories of 
incident such as motor vehicle accidents.  Neither volunteers nor their employers receive any 
recompense for their contribution without which the cost of operating the NZ Fire Service would 
be many times present levels.      
 

Fire Safety / Fire Engineering   The NZ Fire Service employs some 80 specialist fire safety 
staff who are responsible for the administration of the Evacuation of Buildings regulation and 
other specialist advisory services.  The Building Act 2004 also requires the Fire Service to 
provide building consent authorities with advice on certain classes of buildings and a small 
team of fire engineers based in Auckland discharges this obligation for all consent authorities.   
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Organisation Overview – National Rural Fire Authority 
 
The Forest and Rural Fires Act requires rural fire authorities (RFA’s) to promote and carry out 
effective fire prevention, control, restriction and suppression of fire in rural districts.  There are 
86 rural fire authorities.   
 

National Rural Fire Authority ( NRFA).   The Commission is the NRFA for the purposes of 
the Forest and Rural Fires Act.  The role of the NRFA is to support and co-ordinate the work of 
the RFAs, to establish national standards, to audit and evaluate the performance of RFA’s, to 
administer (as the Commission) the Rural Fire Fighting Fund, to operate a grant assistance 
scheme for RFA’s, to monitor the forest and rural fire danger and to promote effective fire 
control measures.  The NRFA employs five staff in the national office in Wellington and five 
staff in other main centres throughout NZ.    
 

Strategic Drivers.   The NRFA has adopted the following strategic directions to guide planning 
priorities.  They were developed and endorsed by the National Rural Fire Advisory Committee 
which includes representatives from Local Government NZ, NZ Forest Owners Association, 
Federated Farmers of NZ, the Department of Conservation and the NZ Defence Force. 
   

 Strategic leadership of the rural fire industry. 
 Effective working relationships with partners to deliver equitable outcomes 
 Information and research to inform. 

 

Current Issues for the Commission in its NRFA role  
 

 Establishment of enlarged rural fire districts   Progress in this area slowed during the 
recent review of fire services legislation. The 2008/11 SOI calls for renewed commitment to 
this objective   

 Implementation of new roles  Amending legislation in 2005 gave the NRFA new roles 
with respect to standards, audits and performance assessment.  These require extensive 
consultation with the sector and have still to be fully implemented 

 Wildland firefighters’ competencies and fitness: Compliance with increased 
occupational health and safety and duty of care responsibilities and implementation of best 
practice recommendations arising from recent inquiries into injuries and near misses 

 Ownership of rural fire costs Reinforcing liability for rural fire costs rests with  
landowners to encourage risk mitigation through better management of fuel loads  

 Voluntary Rural Fire Forces Clarifying the role of small NZ Fire Service volunteer 
brigades versus Voluntary Rural Fire Forces and establishing the appropriate level of 
resources need to protect small rural communities 

 Extended duration wildfires  Building capacity through the National Incident 
Management teams and seasonal firefighter roles 

 Changing fire environment  Retirement of high country pastoral lands for conservation 
purposes and the development of life style blocks in formerly rural areas has increased fuel 
loads, increased the risk of large wildfires and increased the costs of suppression   

 Forest Management  Changes in the ownership structure of NZ’s largest plantation 
forests has significant implications for forest fire management.  The sector continues to 
generate rural firefighters competent in the use and management of chainsaws, aircraft 
and heavy machinery but numbers are declining.    
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Organisation Overview - Risk Management Strategy 
 
The mission of the NZ Fire Service Commission is "to reduce the incidence and consequence 
of fires and to provide a professional response to other emergencies".   The NZ Fire Service 
has adopted a comprehensive risk management approach to delivering on the core fire 
element of this mission.    
 
Key Risk Management Drivers.   The Commission’s strategic emphasis is on proactive fire 
safety public education programmes underpinned by smarter emergency response 
intervention.  The key drivers for this thrust are: 
 

 The modern urban fire environment – fires burn faster, quieter, hotter and deadlier.  The 
risk to life from fire cannot be addressed by emergency response alone.  

 Modern risk management principles – the beneficial effect or outcome of intervening in 
the risk must be commensurate with the cost of intervention.  

 

The Comprehensive Approach includes: 
 

 Reducing the Incidence of fire:  

 Education of at risk groups in the community. 

 Identification and elimination of ignition causes. 

 Promotion of better fire law: sprinkler systems, building design and materials, electrical 
appliances, furnishings, consumer products. 

 Reducing the Consequences of fire: 

 Early detection of fires – multiple smoke alarms. 

 Early response – Fire Service notification and pre-planned self evacuation.  

 Early suppression/restriction of fire spread  

 Pre-incident tactical planning for all major risks in the Fire District  

 Adoption of firefighting tactics to protect what the owner values most.  
  
Partnerships  recognition that other organisations and agencies are better positioned to 
access the most at-risk groups in society and that the Fire Service needs to form trusting 
relationships with appropriate partners to achieve its mission.   The Commission presently 
places increased weight on improving relationships with local government to ensure 
information flows freely and the fire service takes a whole of community approach to risk 
management 
   
Resilience  Communities look to their fire services as a natural base from which recovery 
operations can begin following a civil disaster. The NZ Fire Service is presently improving this 
capability in selected communities by upgrading fire station seismic ratings, strengthening tele 
communications systems, improving food and water storage, adding accommodation and 
installing independent power generation.  
   
Implications for Staff and Volunteers - the shift in service emphasis has clear implications 
for staff and volunteer competencies, training, qualifications, and future recruitment.   
 
Public Confidence - members of the public must be reassured that the shift in service 
emphasis to prevention does not compromise the Service's ability to assist them in their hour of 
need. 
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Organisation Overview – Human Resources 
 
Background.   The Chief Executive employs on behalf of the Commission some 2,270 staff : 
1720 firefighters, 80 Communication Centre operators, 285 regional management and support 
staff and 190 National Headquarters and specialist staff.   In addition, the Commission through 
its Agreements of Service with 400 volunteer fire brigades enjoys a close relationship with 
some 8,000 volunteers nationwide.     
 
Firefighter Numbers.  Nominal establishment is derived from the minimum shift manning 
provisions of  the Collective Employment Agreement.  This ensures sufficient staff are 
employed to provide 24 hour cover 365 days per year at defined stations in the metropolitan 
and major provincial cities.   As of November 2008 actual firefighter numbers are very close to 
the nominal establishment  of 1714.    
 
Support Staff Numbers.  As of November 2008 total management and support staff 
numbered 475.          
 
Firefighters Collective Agreement   The Collective Agreement with the NZ Professional 
Firefighters Union runs to 31 December 2008.  The industrial settlements reached in 2001, 
2003 and 2007 have had a positive impact on the morale of the organisation and the level of 
co-operation between management and the Union is greatly improved from the period of the 
mid-nineties.  Significant achievements in the term of the previous Collective Agreements 
included: 
 

 Implementation of a physical competency assessment process – an Australasian first 

 Acceptance and introduction of a new Training and Progression system 

 Rollout of the Station Management System  

 Implementation of the Holidays Act 2004 amendments 
  
Issues for the Commission 
 

 Workforce Diversity A workforce more reflective of the community. Steady progress has 
been made and will continue to be a focus for the future 

 Providing a safe working environment that promotes employee wellbeing – ensuring 
our staff have available to them the highest quality equipment and are appropriately trained 
and supported to ensure their safety and wellbeing while at work   

 Workforce planning and succession management Ensuring the NZ Fire Service has the 
capability and capacity needed for the future, to enable effective management of risk 
associated with an ageing workforce and the increasing need for strong and effective 
senior level leadership   

 Learning and development Ensuring all career and volunteer, uniformed and non-
uniformed staff have access to quality development programmes targeted at developing 
the skills necessary to undertake their roles successfully and build a rewarding career.      
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Organisation Overview - Financial  
 

Highlights.   The Fire Service Commission controls total assets of approximately $530 million 
and net assets of approximately $440 million.   In 2007/08 operating expenditure was 
approximately $290 million and capital expenditure approximately $46 million. 
 

Key Financial Indicators Over Time   
 

  04/05 05/06 06/07 07/08  08/09 

 Actual  Actual  Actual Provis’l  Projected 

Operating Expenditure $243.5m $258.8m $268.8     $289.6 $308.4 

Capital Expenditure $33.6m $35.0m  $33.2  $46.2 $60.7 

Levy Receipts $249.1m  $250.0m  $268.1   $278.2  $303.4 

 
Control Environment  The Commission pays particular attention to the control ratings issued 
annually by Audit NZ following completion of the external audit programme.   All areas rated by 
Audit NZ were considered “Good” in 2006 and 2007.  We understand informally that two out of 
the three areas rated will receive a “Very Good” rating in 2007/08.   
 
Key Issues for the Commission  
 

Containing operating costs in high “fixed” cost environment  The majority of the 
Commission’s costs are personnel, fleet or property related. Up to 90% of costs incurred are 
considered “fixed” in the medium term.  Recent costs increases have been driven by 
implementation of the Holidays Act 2004 amendments, the addition of new career crews in high 
growth urban areas of Hamilton, Tauranga and Auckland, local government rates and fuel.  
Identification of significant cost efficiencies necessarily involves consideration of 24 hour 
emergency cover crewing arrangements, career staff numbers, appliance numbers and / or fire 
stations. 
 
Levy growth  Fire Service levy proceeds have grown sharply in recent years on the back of a 
buoyant economy and rising residential house numbers.  The increase in levy proceeds has 
funded an increase in NZ Fire Service expenditure and increased claims on the Rural Fire 
Fighting Fund.   Future levy growth in the residential sector is limited as the value of the 
existing housing stock largely exceeds the $100,000 value on which levy is capped.   Growth 
potential in the commercial and corporate arena has a direct relationship with the robustness of 
the economy and is anticipated to stabilise at current levels in line with predictions for the 
economy. 
 
Capital programmes   The Commission has over 800 fire appliances in service.   Given a 25 
year design life this requires over 30 new appliance to enter service every year just to retain 
the average age of the fleet at current levels.   The Commission is confident that it has 
arrangements in place to meet and exceed this in the next three years. For mainstream fire 
appliances the cabs and chassis’s are imported from Europe and built up by specialist 
assemblers in New Zealand. To ensure appliance delivery schedules remain on track the 
Commission commits to importation and procurement programmes two years out.     
 
 


